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head master during my first years at Rugby, did not
wear g*rey flannel trousers. Nor did he drop into our
studies or call us by our Christian names. Top-
hatted and remote, he was nothing if not dignified.
And as he was short and stout and wore a prophetic
grey beard beneath which there was quite manifestly
no tie, this in itself was no mean feat. But it was an
indispensable one. If he had not been dignified he
would not, in that age, have been a head master.
For the first qualification required of a head master
in Dr, James's day was that he should as closely as
possible resemble an Old Testament prophet. Small
boys would be bidden to breakfast in the School
House, seven or eight at a time, trembling as in the
shadow of Sinai itself* The head muster would enter
a few minutes late, bark ** Morning!" to the quaver-
ing chorus of tt Good*niorning, sir,M and sit without
tittering another wore! through the rest of the meal
At the other end of the table his lady housekeeper
would converse agreeably about the weather with
the children in her immediate vicinity. But all save
those in her immediate vicinity were frozen to a
stupor by the silent Presence at the far end of the
table. At last the head master would rise, bark
a Morning !* once more and pass out of sight. As
they gased after him, dumb and wide-eyed, an audible
sigh would ripple through his guests. They had
survived*
Later on, when one was in the Sixth, one would
be invited, fewer at a time and to dinner. At these
gatherings there was conversation, and after dinner
even paper games in which you had to compile lists
of rivers and birds and famous soldiers whose names

